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I. Answer the following questions.

/ 20
(2 marks)

Q 1. Why did Claudette pull Morpho by his hand?

Q 2. What happened to Ossie during the race ?

II.

Write the opposites of the given words.

(2 marks)

forward x ________________

free x ______________

winner x ________________

friend x ______________

III. Fill in the missing letters. Use the clues provided in the brackets.
f ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ i c

(extraordinarily good / wonderful)

t h ___ ___ ___ ___ t

(past tense form of ‘think’)

d a ___ ___ ___ e d

(hung or swung freely/loosely)

a p ___ ___ ___ ___ e d

(came / became visible)

IV. Frame interesting sentences using the given phrases.
going to -

waited excitedly-

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

V. Match the following.

(2 marks)

1. made up

(a) hang or swing freely/loosely

2. dangle

(b) people who are taking part in a competition

3. draw

(c) decided what to do

4. competitors

(d) a game that ends with the score even

1. __________

2. __________

3. __________

VI. Read the passage carefully and answer the questions.

4. ___________

(3 marks)

An elephant is the largest animal that lives on land. Elephants smell, drink, eat and wash
themselves with their long trunks. They have tusks – long teeth made of ivory. The trunk helps
them get food and carry heavy objects. Elephants can suck 11.5 litres of water into their trunk
at a time. The tip of the trunk has a finger-like projection to pick up small objects or pluck
grass.
They eat grass, small branches and barks of trees. They scrape the barks of trees with their
tusks. Elephants are found in the grasslands of Africa and the forests of Asia. They live in
groups called herds.

1. How does the trunk help the elephants?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

2. Where are elephants found?
______________________________________________________________________________

3. Fill in the blanks.
Tusks are _______________________ made of ____________.
Elephants eat _________________, ______________________ and ___________________

VII. Complete each sentence with a collective noun from the box.
group

school

herd

band

pinch

(3.5 marks)
swarm

album

1. I like this ______________ of musicians.
2. The diver saw a _______________ of fish swimming by.
3. The __________ of wild elephants attacked the villagers.
4. My aunt wanted to see the _______________ of photographs.
5. The chef added a _______________ of salt to the soup.
6. A ________________ of people gathered around the hero.
7. Tom was chased by a _______________ of bees.
VIII. Circle the correct noun. Write C if it is a countable noun and UC if it is an uncountable noun.
(1.5 marks)

1. Camels can walk on hot (water, brick, sand). ____________
2. I bought fresh (butter, air, cat).____________
3. The (dress, lemon, sugar) is sour. ____________

IX. Tick the correct answer.
1. I have (much, many) friends in my neighbourhood.
2. He takes (many, a lot of) sugar in his tea.
3. My father had been to Dubai (a little, few) times.
4. Jane poured (few, some) oil in the pan.

(2 marks)

